Fresh frozen plasma dosing for warfarin reversal: a practical formula.
To provide a practical formula for fresh frozen plasma (FFP) dosing for warfarin reversal. We reviewed data on all adult patients who received a total of 7778 units of FFP for warfarin reversal at Sentara Norfolk General Hospital (Norfolk, VA) between April 1, 2009, and March 31, 2010. Patients with advanced liver disease, consumptive or dilutional coagulopathy, and administration of activated factor VII or prothrombin complex concentrate were excluded. First, we used regression analysis on the FFP1 subset (patients whose international normalized ratio [INR] was checked before and after 1 FFP administration) and derived a simple formula: DeltaINR (PreINR - PostINR) after 1 FFP =a × PreINR +b, where PreINR and PostINR are the INR values before and after FFP administration, respectively, and a and b are constants. In the validation step, the formula obtained for the FFP1 subset was repeatedly applied to the FFP2 (patients who received 2 units of FFP back-to-back without an intervening INR check), FFP3, and FFP4 subsets. A total of 956 patients were included. The formula DeltaINR after 1 FFP = 0.57 × PreINR - 0.72 explained 82.6% of the total variance in INR change in the FFP1 subset (n=308; P<.01). Including age, sex, weight, FFP-to-PostINR interval, or administration of vitamin K marginally improved the model. Repeated application of the FFP1 formula to the FFP2 to 4 subsets combined confirmed the accuracy of the FFP1 formula across the entire data set (n=643; R(2)=95% between predicted and actual DeltaINR; P<.01). This formula provides a practical and accurate method for FFP dosing for warfarin reversal.